Application of fast Fourier transform to auditory evoked brainstem response.
The current application of fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the analysis of auditory evoked brainstem response (ABR) is reviewed under four categories: (1) digital filtering, which facilitates isolation of fast and slow components from the same ABR wave, is the most common use of FFT; (2) power spectral analysis: this seems significant in ABR for isolating and analysing slow, middle and fast components from the Fourier components around each peak of the power spectrum with a three-peak pattern by inverse fast Fourier transform; (3) cross correlation function shows the relationship between two signals being analysed from the viewpoint of their phase. Clinical applications are used in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis and for automatic detection of ABR; and (4) phase spectral analysis: the synchrony measure method (Fridman, 1984) is a type of phase spectral analysis. In this method, the phase variances of selected Fourier components are calculated, from among 10 averaging groups of 200 sweeps in the same stimulating conditions, to determine the presence or absence of a response. The clinical application of this method to the automatic evaluation of ABR is discussed.